Abstract-This study aims at the autonomous seafloor surveillance by underwater vehicles based on computer vision techniques. A novel scheme of seabed image classification is proposed to identify three types of seabed sediments. The texture features of seabed sediments were described by using gray-level co-occurrence matrix and fractal dimension. Subsequently, an unsupervised learning method, Self-Organizing Map, was applied to analyze the seabed images with the extracted texture features. The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed texture feature descriptors were feasible and effective to category the three types of seabed images.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over 70 percent of the earth surface is covered by oceans and extremely large amount of mineral resources is deposited in the oceans. According to the literatures and field survey, approximate 3 trillion tons of polymetallic nodules of the global reserves have been investigated in the ocean areas and more than 1.7 trillion tons of the polymetallic nodules are located in the Pacific ocean area. The polymetallic nodules deposited in the ocean areas contains higher amount of metal elements, such as Mn, Ni, Co and Cu, comparing with the polymetallic nodules in land [1] . China as a developing country which has a maritime territory of 3 million square kilometers. Thus, the exploration of ocean and development the ocean resources are rather important and meaningful for China's growth.
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) as a tool to explore the ocean have already been widely applied to oceanic surveys [2] , and the autonomous perception to surrounding environment of AUVs has attracted more and more attentions from researchers. More than 90% information delivered to human brain is obtained from the visual signals, and similarly, visual techniques provide abundant information to the operations AUVs. The visual system with ability of autonomous perception is one of the most important factors of an intelligent robot system [3] . As the development of robotic vision technology, the robot vision system have become a common exploring device installed at underwater vehicles such as AUVs and ROVs (Remote Operated Vehicle) to complete the various missions for engineering and science studies, e.g., object detection and tracking [4] , ecological study [5] [6] , localization and navigation [7] [8] , seabed mapping [9] and etc. In the last decade, underwater visual system was also integrated with acoustic sonar system and has been demonstrated excellent performance to measure the ocean data.
Identification of seabed sediments is a key issues tor improving the capability of AUVs to perform the autonomous survey of seabed. Accurate and fast identification of sediments is the preliminary study to achieve the ability of autonomous perception for AUVs. And the automatic identification method could also be applied to the other survey tasks by the AUVs.
The seabed sediments have the character with diversity of morphologies and types and another major obstacle to underwater image is arisen by the light absorption and scattering by the marine environment. Therefore, the classification and identification methods in the air based on the features as edge or color are not efficient to the underwater environments. However, the texture feature of images describes the distribution and permutation of pixels and is a measure to express the co-relationship of pixels [10] . Thus, the texture feature can show excellent performance on classification and identification in the underwater environments than other image features. Therefore, in this study a novel classification method of seabed sediments is proposed based on Self-organizing map (SOM) model, in which visual texture features are extracted based on gray-level 978-1-4799-4918-2/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) and fractal theory and trained by SOM.
The sections of this paper are organized as follows: In Sec. 2, we introduce our method of texture features extractions based on GLCM and fractal theory, and the neural network model SOM used for classification texture features. The experimental results are described in Sec.3, while conclusion is reported in Sec. 4.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Types of Seabed Sediments
In deep sea, the seabed is covered by several types of sediments which mainly consist of polymetallic nodule, sand and benthic community (Fig. 1) . The sediments images are often lacking sharp pronounced features which are useful for feature extraction. In this study, these three typical kinds of sediment types are selected to verify the feasible of the method proposed. The images of seabed sediments were captured with a manned submersible named Jiaolong in its scientific expedition to the South China Sea. And the images are normalized to the size 320x240.
B. Texture Features Extraction from GLCM
GLCM is an estimate of a joint probability density function of gray level pairs in an image. GLCM can be expressed as follow:
where i,j indicate the gray level of two pixels of image, L is the gray level and μ is the position relation of the two pixels.
Haralick proposed 14 statistical features extracted from GLCM. Considering the calculational complex, for seabed sediments classification, four GLCM features are employed in this study including energy (also called angular second moment), correlation, entropy and contrast. The definitions of the four features are illustrated as following equations.
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C. Box-counting Approach to Estimate Fractal Dimension
Self-similar objects and phenomena can be described by a non-integer dimension called the fractal dimension to show the irregular structure of objects [13] . The fractal dimension measures the degree of irregularity and complexity of an object to describe the self-similarity of the object [14] . Therefore, the concept of fractal dimension can be useful in the analysis the texture of images.
The box-counting approach was defined in [15] , which is the widely used and common way to estimate fractal dimension [16] . The fractal dimension FD of an image can be derived from the relation [14] .
where r is the size ratio and r N is the number of boxes with size ratio r inside which at least one point from the attractor lies.
D. Classification Method based on Self-Organizing Map Model
The SOM as an unsupervised learning model has been used extensively for the extraction of information from complex data. The SOM network topology is shown in Fig 3. Comparing to other neural network models, the SOM performs a non-linear projection of data onto a space in two dimensions and can provide a patterned map of input data trained with unsupervised learning [17] . Detailed description and process of the SOM can be referred to literature [17] .
In our case, four textural features: energy, correlation, entropy and contrast were extracted based on GLCM from images of seabed sediments, and their mean and standard deviation of four directions as inputs (noted by E_mean, E_sqrt, C_mean, C_sqrt, H_mean, H_sqrt, I_mean and I_sqrt respectively) to SOM for training. Furthermore, the fractal dimension is regarded as another input to SOM for training. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Eighty-one images of sediments were selected randomly as sample data to test the accuracy of the proposed method. Out data set consists of 18 images of ploymetallic nodule, 19 images of benthic community and 44 images of sands (noted by M1-M18, B1-B19 and S1-S44 respectively). Fig. 4 illustrates the classification results of seabed sediments based on SOM. That means after SOM network implemented, the sample data with the similar texture feature are clustered correctly into 3 parts: manganese, sand benthic community, which have been marked with ellipses. The profiles of texture features visualized with SOM for classification of seabed sediments are shown in Fig. 5 . These texture features can be effectively characterized seabed sediments. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A novel classification scheme is proposed based on the texture descriptors and neural network. The visual texture features extracted from images by using GLCM and fractal theory contributed excellent performance to the classification of the three types of seabed sediments. The feasibility of our method of feature definition was proved through experiments by training SOM. Consequently, the ability of autonomous sensing of AUVs to seabed environments can be implemented by the proposed method. For the future work, combining visual sensing with acoustics sensing will be considered to enhance the accuracy and stability of the underwater survey.
